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CompPair on the slopes
CompPair has produced the first pair of healable skis 
with Salomon, with a big reveal at JEC World in May. 
Through our work with Salomon, CompPair’s materials 
have demonstrated many benefits to the winter sports 
industry, specifically demonstrated on this pair of skis.

Read more

Recycling sports goods
CompPair and Decathlon SAS have successfully re-

manufactured a HealTechTM bicycle shoe sole out of 

87% recycled fibres.

Read more

Reaching the stars
CompPair enters a consortium with Ariane Group to 

shape the future of access to space, for a faster turn-

over of reusable vehicles, reducing launch costs.

Read more

Cruising the seas
An application of CompPair’s healable composite 

materials, has been developed in collaboration with 

Gunboat, a company designing and selling the world’s 

premier high-performance cruising catamarans.

Read more

Healable exoskeletons
CompPair and TWIICE have collaborated to use healable composites to create an 

exoskeleton’s shoulder rest.

Read more

Closing the loop
CompPair and Composite Recycling have made the first recycled and recyclable 

composites. Composite Recycling recycles glass fibres from boat hulls, with the 

goal of reintroducing the composites on the market.

Read more

https://comppair.ch/comppair-healable-skis-salomon/
https://comppair.ch/comppair-and-decathlon-successfully-complete-a-composite-recycling-project/
https://comppair.ch/comppair-works-with-arianegroup/
https://comppair.ch/comppair-on-gunboat/
https://comppair.ch/collaboration-with-twiice/
https://comppair.ch/comppair-and-composite-recycling-collaborate/


 

An eventful year

• Finally attending JEC World after a 2 year wait, has been the highlight of the first half of the 

year! The whole team travelled to Paris for three days, meeting with current and new clients and 

showcasing our recent projects and innovations. Our high expectations were fulfilled, and we 

came home with several new developments and projects planned. Prior to JEC World, Amaël and 

Robin attended SAMPE Summit 2022 and gave a keynote about our innovative technology and 

new implementations.

• A couple weeks later, we went back to Paris to attend the ChangeNow Summit, an event 

gathering all solutions contributing to a greener planet. The impactful event allowed us to meet 

potential clients whose goal is to significantly lower their CO
2
 emissions and witness the changes 

in various industries. At the event, Amaël, CEO, pitched during the Circular Economy Session and 

won the LVMH award for his pitch.

• Just last week, the team went to Hannover, Germany for the first edition of LightCon, an event 

gathering lightweight solutions. In parallel, we attended Hannover Messe, to meet with many 

industry actors.

Team growth
In 2022, CompPair’s team has significantly grown. 

Two engineers joined us in January; Eléonore, 

our Sustainability Manager, who was working 

alongside CompPair for one year and has now 

joined the team full time. Her responsibilities 

include creating LCAs for our healable 

composites, and the recyclability of CompPair’s 

materials. François Grandjean, EPFL Materials 

alumnus, has also joined us in January to fill the 

role of Application Engineer,   contributing to 

customer support and applications. 

Prix Strategis Winners
In May, CompPair received the great honour 

of winning the Prix Strategis. This award, 

recognising the best Swiss startup, has been 

a great journey for us. We have particularly 

appreciated taking part in this local contest, 

with a jury, composed of experts in various fields 

and influential personalities from the economic 

world. 

Vote for CompPair to be in the 
Top 100 Swiss Startups! 
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